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SLIDE 1
Fasten Your Seatbelts: It’s Going to be a Bumpy Ride

Section I: The Election
Kevin Hebner
We are assured to witness more surprises and
more market volatility between now and
November 3rd, as the platforms of the two
campaigns promise markedly different policy
frameworks, even if we have precious little clarity
on what Biden’s team is likely to look like. In
addition to forecasting choppiness, we can say a
fair amount about what a blue wave means for
sector rotation, some of which appears to already
be taking place. We also want to emphasize that it
is far too early for Biden’s team to take a victory
lap. At this time in 2016 Clinton also enjoyed a
strong lead in the polls. It’s crucial to remember
that these surveys possess huge standard errors.

SLIDE 2
Expect Choppy Markets as November 3rd Approaches

The chart on the top left shows that we are close to
a record high in terms of policy uncertainty,
reflecting the COVID recession and upcoming
election. For investors, this is important because
such uncertainty results in both elevated market
volatility as well as higher correlation among stocks.
To illustrate, during the contested election of 2000,
market vol remained elevated into January of 2001
and was associated with a 10 percent decline in the
S&P and 10-year yields plummeting 80 basis points.
The evidence is clear that during such periods of
elevated vol, high quality companies with strong
earnings visibility and sustainable free cash flow are
those most likely to outperform.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 5, 2020 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 3
Three Scenarios: A Blue Sweep Would be Most Impactful
Status quo (30%): Most action in regulation and appointments

•
•
•

Fiscal policy: Unlikely to see further stimulus (although Trump promises more tax cuts)
Deregulation: Further easing of financial, energy and environmental regulations
Foreign policy: Continued unilateralism, intensified strains with China
– Unwind of fear of rising taxes and regulation would push risk assets & USD higher

Democrat sweep (40%): Progressive agenda - More spending, more taxes,
more regulation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax hikes: But likely smaller and later (2022) than campaign’s proposal, due to 90% economy
MMT-style deficits: Could drive 10Y yield higher (undermining stocks and housing prices)
Healthcare and pharma reforms: A top priority
Financial, energy and environmental regulations: Ramped up markedly
Trade policy: Less aggressive (ex-China), fewer tariffs, could significantly boost EPS
Foreign policy: Remain tough against China, especially on trade, but more multilateral
– Equities falling moderately (say 5%): Due to tax concerns, regulation

Biden with a Republican Senate (30%): Split congress means less legislation, more EOs

•
•
•
•

Of the three scenarios, a blue sweep would probably
be the most impactful for markets. For a start, the
associated fiscal stimulus would drive faster growth,
possibly resulting in a steeper yield curve. In terms of
regulation, a high conviction view is a ramping up of
rules affecting financials, energy, and the environment. This would constitute a major headwind for
banks and consumer finance companies as well as big
energy but a serious tail wind, for example, to
renewables. While it’s difficult to calibrate the overall
impact on the S&P as tax hikes are offset by fiscal
stimulus and an easing of tariffs, we expect to see
some pretty dramatic sector rotation.

Sweeping legislation difficult: Especially with 90% economy & “swoosh-shaped” recovery
Fiscal policy: Similar to status quo
Regulatory outcome: Like the Dem sweep (environment, energy, finance)
More predictable foreign policy, but domestic gridlock
– Moderately positive for equities

SLIDE 4
Biden’s Platform: Broad Strokes
“Personnel is Policy”: But so far, we only know the VP pick

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax hikes: Corporations and high-income individuals (80% fall on the top 1% )
Federal minimum wage: Raised from $7.25 to $15
Healthcare: Expand Affordable Care Act (Obamacare)
Pharmaceuticals: Medicare to negotiate drug prices, link domestic to international prices
Increased regulation: Finance, energy, environment (relatively little on tech)
Infrastructure bill: Focused on clean/green, $2 tn plan
Trade: Work with allies, but still tough on China
Defense spending: Lower in real terms, a headwind for the industry

Positive impact

•

 lean energy, some healthcare sub-sectors, infrastructure, construction materials, lower-end
C
retailers, U.S. exporters and biggest tariff payers

Negative impact

•

 anaged care, pharma, traditional auto, oil & gas, defense, banks & consumer finance, high-end
M
consumer, tariff beneficiaries (e.g., steel, aluminum)

Uncertain for big tech (not a campaign focus)

•
•

What would a Biden administration prioritize in its
first two years? There is much uncertainty about this,
especially given that “personnel is policy” and aside
from Biden’s VP pick, we know precious little
regarding what his team would look like. Reforms to
Obamacare and pharma pricing would certainly be
top priorities. In terms of regulation, the focus would
be on finance, energy, and the environment, and
much of this does not require Senate approval. Tax
hikes are also likely, assuming a Democratic congress,
with 80% falling on the top 1% of households. Finally,
Biden’s trade policy would continue to challenge
China but would be more constructive with America’s
allies, resulting in a nice tail wind for earnings.

Negatives: Higher taxes & the risk of increased regulatory scrutiny (anti-trust, privacy, section 230)
Positives: VP pick perceived as a friend of tech, and anti-trust action is typically a positive catalyst

SLIDE 5
The Pandemic Accelerant: Digital Age Business Strategies

Section II: The Pandemic Accelerent
Bill Priest
The pandemic has accelerated many digital-age
business strategies, as our recent white paper
illustrated with WFH, edTech, e-commerce, e-fitness
and telehealth. Even once the pandemic subsides,
many industries will never go back to where they were
before, as much of the digital acceleration will prove
permanent, with hybrid models being the most
successful in many cases. As the chart illustrates, the
productivity of digital industries has outpaced that of
physical industries for decades now, and there is no
sign of this slowing down. In many ways 2007 was a
pivotal year, that’s when the iPhone was created,
Facebook opened to the public, Google bought
YouTube, Airbnb was launched, and so on. Regardless,
the success of business models based on bits (rather
than atoms) was accelerated by the pandemic and still
has much further to run.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 5, 2020 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 6
Digital Platforms Feature Low Marginal Costs & Increasing Returns
to Scale

Why does the difference between atoms and bits
matter? With atoms, you can’t have your cake and
eat it too. But, with bits you can. Digital information
can be replicated for free and doesn’t depreciate.
Perfect, instant replication is a big deal, with
profound implications for business models. For
example, economies of scale are an inherent feature
of digital business models, which results in winnertakes-most dynamics and global champions. It also
results in asset-light business models, as firms
substitute technology for capital and labor. Higher
margins and RoE, allows many companies to increase
dividends and buybacks, keeping overall payout
ratios well above historical norms.

SLIDE 7
Digitization, Like Automation & Globalization, is Profoundly Disinflationary

There are also a number of macro implications of
digitization. For a start it is incredibly disinflationary.
This is why Modern Monetary Theory is all the rage
today (it presupposes benign inflation), and why we
expect interest rates to remain exceptionally low for
as long and as far as we can see. Further, tech
disruption in services will be magnitudes larger than
what occurred in manufacturing, which unfortunately will exacerbate issues around income inequality.
Finally, lower rates are beneficial for long duration
equities like tech. Taken to an extreme, some
analysts argue that exceptionally low interest rates
imply “imagination is real.”

SLIDE 8
More Activities Moving from “Bricks and Mortar” to the Digital World

We have written quite a few white papers on this
topic, and firmly believe that by the end of the
decade the vast majority of S&P 500 market cap will
consist of companies that have developed winning
business strategies for the digital age. Many of these
firms are concentrated in the technology, healthcare,
and communications sectors. On the other hand, it’s
pretty clear to us that if you don’t have a business
strategy for the digital age your company is likely to
flounder and ultimately disappear. We would also like
to emphasize that data is the new oil. As such, data
will be a key source of comparative advantage for
both companies and countries.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 5, 2020 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 9
A Familiar Pattern: Dividends Fall Less than Earnings in 2020 Recession

Section III: State of Dividends
John Tobin
The pattern we are seeing in the current recession
looks typical when compared to previous US
recessions: the decline in dividends is about one-half
the magnitude of the observed drop in earnings.

SLIDE 10
Another Familiar Pattern:
Dividend and Earnings Pressure Concentrated in Few Sectors

We are also seeing that pressure on dividends and
earnings is concentrated in a few sectors (namely,
consumer discretionary, financials, and industrials),
consistent with what has been observed in prior
economic downturns.

SLIDE 11
Holdings Have a History of Raising Dividends

In the Shareholder Yield portfolio, we have continued
to see the vast majority of the stocks we own
maintain their dividends, and more than 50
companies that we own have increased their
dividends this year—a pace which is broadly in line
with prior years. In many cases, share repurchases
have been paused, but this is also a pattern we have
seen before. We believe companies will continue to
follow sound capital allocation practices, and that as
economies open up and recover from COVID-19, we
expect to see share repurchase activity resume.

All charts use the latest data available as of October 5, 2020 unless otherwise stated.
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SLIDE 12
Where to Find Abundant, Steady Income in a World of Yield Starvation

In a world where central banks hold policy rates at or
close to zero for the foreseeable future, the best—
really, the only—alternative for investors who seek
income is a diversified portfolio of high-quality
equities paying attractive, growing dividends
supported by underlying, growing cash flow.

SLIDE 13
Investment Conclusions
1. November Election: Be Careful about Confident Proclamations
• A stark contrast in policy platforms: Expect markets to remain choppy
until (at least) Nov 3rd
2. COVID as an Accelerant: What is Your Business Strategy in the Digital Age?
• Digital platforms: To represent the vast majority of equity market cap by
end of the decade
• Asset-light business models: To keep overall payout ratios well above
historical norms
3. The 90% Economy: No single letter encapsulates the recovery
• A few sectors are experiencing a “V” (e.g., housing), while most trace out
a “Nike swoosh”
• Fed worries that some industries face an “L”, while “K” has become an apt
metaphor for this cycle
4. Magic Money Tree: No Need to Worry about the Bill, Provided

Inflation Remains Tame?

• Powell: The Fed isn’t “even thinking about thinking about raising rates”
– Fed has monetized almost all the additional federal debt issued this
year due to pandemic
5. A World of Yield Starvation: For Years and Years to Come
• Bond yields driven lower by demographic challenges, excessive leverage,
hyper-aggressive central banks and, now, by the scar tissue left behind by
the pandemic
6. Like Diamonds, Dividends are Forever
• Despite the severity of this recession, the decline in dividends has
been moderate
• Shareholder yield: The best place to find abundant, steady income in a
world of yield starvation

(Continued)
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SLIDE 14
Epoch’s Thought Leadership

For more insights visit
www.eipny.com
The information contained herein is distributed for informational purposes only and should not be considered investment advice or a recommendation of any particular security, strategy or investment product. Information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed. The information contained
herein is accurate as of the date submitted, but is subject to change. Any performance information referenced represents past performance and is not indicative of future
returns. Any projections, targets, or estimates in this presentation are forward looking statements and are based on Epoch’s research, analysis, and assumptions made by
Epoch. There can be no assurances that such projections, targets, or estimates will occur and the actual results may be materially different. Other events which were not
taken into account in formulating such projections, targets, or estimates may occur and may significantly affect the returns or performance of any accounts and/or funds
managed by Epoch. To the extent this document contains information about specific companies or securities including whether they are profitable or not, they are being
provided as a means of illustrating our investment thesis. Past references to specific companies or securities are not a complete list of securities selected for clients and not
all securities selected for clients in the past year were profitable.
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